Abstract. The scattering of hydrogen molecules from graphite surface was studied through molecular dynamics simulation. The trajectories of the hydrogen molecules and surface atoms were calculated. The distributions of velocity and energy after reflection were obtained depending on direction and quantity of the initial velocity. The energy and tangential momentum accommodation coefficients were calculated for cases where incident velocity distribution can be approximated by maxwellian function and mean velocity is negligible. Obtained coefficients are in satisfactory agreement with experimental data.
Initially the gas atom scattering was investigated as applied to rarefied gas aerodynamics for aviation and space technology. Recently the attention to this field is also concerned with development of micro and nanotechnologies: gas-surface interaction is significant for studying flow in micro and nanostructures [1] .
In this work the scattering of hydrogen molecules from graphite surface was studied. The reflection trajectories were computed through molecular dynamics simulation. Graphite surface was simulated by carbon atom layers (see fig.1 ). The Newton's equations for hydrogen molecule and carbon atoms were integrated with constant time step 15 10 5 . 0    t s (leap-frog method) with periodic border conditions. The interaction between carbon atoms was expressed by two-particle potential
Lennard-Jones potential with parameters  =2.4 meV,  =3.37A was used to describe interaction between atom pairs from different graphite layers [3, 4] . The interaction between carbon atom and hydrogen molecule was expressed by Lennard-Jones potential with  =2.76 meV,  =3.17А [4] . Before the reflection trajectories computation the graphite structure was prepared by molecular dynamics simulation with temperature control. It is necessary for relaxation atom velocities, which were initially distributed according with maxwellian function, and to equalize surface temperature. Obtained structure was used as initial for scattering computations.
Initially the hydrogen molecule was placed in fig.2 ). The coordinates 1 x , 1 y were uniformly distributed, h =15А. The simulation was up to molecule escaped from surface ( h z  ) or time limit t t    6 max 10 was exceeded. This max t was sufficient for interaction and escape from surface in majority of cases. Even at low temperatures only negligible number of trajectories (less than 0.05%) were terminated by time out.
About 10 6 -10 7 trajectories were computed for each wall temperature w T =87К, 283К, 1120K for different The computation showed that in case of hydrogen on graphite surface at temperate velocities only one carbon atom layer was enough for simulation. An increasing of the layers number did not affect on scattering results (see fig.3 ). It can be explained by low interlayer interaction in comparison with covalent bonds. Note that in case of heavy gas particles and high incident energies it is necessary to simulate several carbon atom layers [3] .
Tangential momentum accommodation coefficient 0 f for monovelocity beams depending on w In papers [5, 6] hydrogen-graphite interaction was experimentally investigated as applied to heat transfer between symmetric surfaces in free molecular regime. In this case velocity distribution function can be approximated by maxwellian function. In spherical coordinates
where T -gas temperature, U  -mean velocity.
It was shown above that scattering is isotropic. Mean velocity U  was assigned parallel with x-axis. Tangential momentum accommodation coefficient f and energy accommodation coefficient  were
 where 1 P , 1 E -tangential momentum and energy of incident molecules, 2 P , 2 E -tangential momentum and energy of reflected molecules, 
Accommodation coefficients f and  are depended on mean velocity U . In studied case the flow mean velocity is negligible in comparison with mean thermal velocities [6] . The accommodation coefficients for slow flows can be obtained at 0 
